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Sep 25, I have a Ford F that cranks the engine but will not start. I last drove the truck home from
a 18 mile trip and the truck exhibited no problems, the next morning the truck wouldn't start. I
tried listening for a fuel pump priming noise but heard nothing. I thought it might be the fuel
pump relay but when I checked it I can hear and feel it click when the ignition is cycled to on.
What are the next items that I should check? Is this a common problem for this year and model
of truck? Thanks in advance, Enos. Joined Mar 12, Messages 7, Points You are pretty certain
the fuel pump FP is not running briefly at key-on, right? Try thumping on the tank a few times
with something soft, like your hand; then try "key-on" and listen for the FP. If the thumping
awakens the FP, then it is likely bad. The thumping jiggles worn motor brushes enough to
renew contact, but only for a short while. If the new trial one does not click, then you robbed it
from an essential circuit, like the PCM power, and it's not a valid test. The whole point is, it's
quite possible for a relay to click but not be making contact. After these tests, it's probably time
to start using an electrical multi-meter, are you comfy with that? No trouble codes set, no
add-on remote start or anti-theft system? Joined Aug 28, Messages 98 Points 8. I had a similar
problem. Unfortunately it did turn out to be the fuel pump. See my post of Sep 11, on a '94
Ranger. Billr is right, if it starts after rapping the tank, it is a worn fuel pump. How many miles
on that truck? Mine had K. That applies 12 directly to the pump. If you don't hear it, then it's the
pump or the wiring to it. I tired a new fuel pump relay and it still had the same result. I have not
tried rapping on the tank or checking the codes yet but will do that next. If rapping on the tank
doesn't work what else could it be? Is there a fuel pump fuse in addition to the relay that I can
check? It's really weird the truck has been driving perfectly until last week. Jim Fairbanks
wrench. Which engine do you have? If you have replaced the pump, then thumping on the tank
is pointless. That is only to revive an old pump with worn brushes. What about my question on
electrical meters? A multi-meter is essential to finding automotive problems and repairing with
the least amount of parts replacement. Jim, I have the 4. I have not checked inertia switch,
where would it be located? I have a multi meter but don't know what I need check with it. Joined
Nov 14, Messages 4, Points 48 Age Inertia switch is locatred in cab, passenger side, kick panel,
But as you drove home parked and then had issue- what would have 'tripped' the switch- needs
a good jult ie accident to trip. A fuel pressure gauge would would really speed this
troubleshooting up. Will look up and post the FP relay pin out Sorry, I mis-read the post about
replacing the relay. Does anyone know if this is a return or return-less system; if the FP
connector can be accessed easily? I always like to check for voltage right back at the pump
second , first is to use some primer fuel like kev2 suggested and make sure all but the fuel
system is OK. Joined Nov 14, Messages 1, Points 38 Age Any chance the security light is
flashing? Had one customer in our shop where the chip fell out of the key. Also checked the
inertia switch and it is not tripped. Okay I hooked up the fuel pressure tester I think correctly. I
hooked it up to a test port on the fuel rail on the driver side of the engine. With the key on and
the engine off it showed no pressure, also when I cranked the engine the needle on the gauge
didn't show any pressure. The needle didn't even move once. Did I perform this test correctly? If
so what are the next steps I should take? Have someone turn the key on while you go back by
the gas tank and listen to see if the fuel pump makes a buzzing noise If it is working you should

be able to hear the pump How about using a multi-meter, are you interested in trying that? You
must log in or register to reply here. I think Ford Motor Co has fallen, and failed its customer
base, they are just slapping their vehicles together as fast as they can, just to make a profit.
Ford Motor Co. Only heater issue I had so far was the dang heater knob was broke. Pulled it off
and it was split in back. I had to go through a bunch and never found one without a crack till a
friend totaled his F and gave me both of his. Replaced knob and works fine now. Once in a great
while it smells like antifreeze in the truck but i'm not messing with it until I notice a loss of fluid
or a wet spot. It is a very common problem according to many sites that I have found. I think
that Ford should have a recall on this. It is estimated to take eight hours repair time at the dealer
It mixes the cold and hot air. Working fine now. I live in Houston so I only found out when this
winter though it did work last year. I suspect it is the flapper that closes the outside air or
directs the air over the heater coils. I am having trouble finding it as it is congested under the
dash. I may have to get the Chilton repair manual, so this may take a few months to repair. I
glued it temporary and had to lubricate the control inside the dash to turn as it had gotten
gumed up and stuck. Thanks for all the help. By pulling it straight out you can look at the platic
knob and see it it is broken. Well I pulled out the heater switch or regulator it moves a flap from
outside air to engine compartment well the flap has a plastic piece that goes over the regulator
the sleeve itself had dry rotted and shattered in many pieces you will only discover this if you
take the motor regulator out from under the dash not an easy job since all manuals say you
need to take out entire dash to do it. They are right if you need to replace this flap but to
discover it no need to. Just go slow and be flexible I am still looking for a replacement arm to fix
this with no luck Took it to the Ford dealer who insisted it was a bad heater core. I authorized
him to replace it. Guess what? It didn't fix the problem! I thought it would be a bad switch or
some sort of mixing valve problem. The dealer really took me for a ride by using a hit-or miss
approach to problem solving. Dealer could not find problem. This is the second time in under a
year that this switch has gone bad. Not sure if it is a fluke or what. Remote control behind
temperature dashboard switch no longer working. Don't know why it would fail now. Had to wait
till the winter! If you have a for-profit service, contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the
word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Helpful websites Blend Door
Repair - this site has a do it yourself kit to fix broken blend doors F included it does not require
dashboard removal and only takes about an hour to complete. Heater Treater - 2 hours max will
fix this. Without removing the dash. Find a good Ford mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in
your area. Enter your zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. AC
works fine but no heat!! Search CarComplaints. Not what you are looking for? Search for
something else:. Quick Links. See also: Workshop Manual , Owner's Manual. Table of Contents.
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Need your part faster? Choose expedited shipping at checkout. Providing you the highest
quality, direct fit replacement auto parts enforced to the strictest product standards. Exceeding
customers' expectations every day, our team of passionate auto enthusiasts are here to help.
Thousands of how-to auto repair videos specific to year, make and model guide you
step-by-step through your repair. This part will only fit a with these options. If your vehicle isn't
listed, close the window to return to search. Clear vehicle X. Year Make Model. Search by
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trademark of Ford Motor Company. See all trademarks. Guaranteed To Fit Providing you the
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USA Customer Support Exceeding customers' expectations every day, our team of passionate
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Before proceeding, select your Vehicle, to verify this Part will fit. Year We understand your Ford
F is having difficulty getting certain emission monitors to complete become Ready. First off we
should mention, at the time of this posting, the EVAP monitor is the one monitor allowed to be
incomplete and your truck still pass the smog check. Visit a local smog station and obtain the
inspection. Your truck will pass the test. Follow the Ford F drive cycle below. The required
monitors should become ready to pass the smog inspection simply by driving your truck for
miles and over the course of a few days. Take extra caution when performing drive cycles on
public roadways, obeying all traffic laws. You may also seek repair assistance from a Ford
dealership. They will be able to complete the drive cycle using manufacturer specific scan tools.
If after performing the drive cycle twice your F is still unable to pass the smog check because
its monitors or monitor are incomplete, please seek assistance from a smog check repair center
or Ford dealership. You may use a scan tool in order to monitor the status of the emission
monitors as your Ford F is being driven. Emission monitors readiness flags will complete
quicker when using a "steady foot" driving style during cruise or acceleration modes. Operating
the gas pedal in a "smooth" manner will minimize the time required for monitor completion. The
Evaporative Monitor can only operate during the first 30 minutes of engine operation. During the
EVAP portion of the drive cycle, drive in a smooth fashion to minimize "fuel slosh". Drive Cycle
Preparation - 1. If using a scan tool, go ahead and connect it now. Turn key on with the engine
off. Cycle key off, then on. Select the appropriate vehicle make and model on your scan tool.
Catalyst Monitor - 7. Next, drive your Ford F in stop and go traffic conditions. Include five
different constant cruise speeds, ranging from 25 to 45 MPH over a 10 minute period. EGR
Monitor - 8. Repeat this pattern 3 times. Bring your Ford F to a stop. CCM Trans - Start from a
stop and in overdrive, then moderately accelerate to 50 MPH and cruise for at least 15 seconds.
Stop the vehicle and repeat without overdrive to 40 MPH cruising for at least 30 seconds. Stop
for at least 20 seconds and repeat step 10 five times. From a stop, accelerate to 65 MPH.
Decelerate at closed throttle until 40 MPH no brakes. Repeat this 3 times. Readiness Check Determine whether all emission monitors have completed. Park vehicle for a minimum of 8
hours. Repeat steps 2 through HEGO Monitor - 5. Cruise at 40 MPH for up to 4 minutes. EVAP
Monitor - 6. Cruise at 45 to 65 MPH for 10 minutes avoid sharp turns and hills. No smog check?
No problem. Pay your DMV renewal fees now and avoid penalties! NeedTags - OL California
authorized online vehicle registration service provider. All Rights Reserved. Smog questions
might be posted on our online forum to assist other vehicle owners. No personal information is
published. Which Type Should I Choose? Join the community and post your questions.
Ask-A-Tech right now! Failed Smog Test. I have a Ford F and I recently replaced the the battery.
My smog inspection time has come. My question is, can I still pass the emission test with the
evap system in incomplete status? As these vehicles gained more creature comforts, they
began appealing to people as family vehicles, and not just work and recreation vehicles. This
page was created to help you better understand your Fords 4WD system. When the transfer
case is placed in 4WD, the transfer case splits the power between the rear axle, and the front
axle. This provides more traction when dealing with mud, snow, or other slick surfaces. The
transfer case can either be shifted manually, or by a dash mounted selector switch. The dash
switch works by sending power to an electric transfer case shift motor, that shifts the transfer
case for you. In the beginning, Ford used manual locking hubs on their 4WD vehicles. This
required you to get out and physically turn a knob on the front wheel hubs to lock the wheel and
the axle shaft together. Ford eventually used an actuator, that locks the wheel and axle shaft
together when needed. The locking hubs on the Ford Super Duty will be discussed further down
this page. This system includes an electronically controlled transfer case that allows you to
shift the transfer case from a dash mounted switch. There will NOT be a 4A setting. Sends
power to the rear wheels only and should be used for street and highway driving. Provides
optimal smoothness and fuel economy at high speeds. This mode is not for use on dry
pavement. Intended only for off-road applications such as deep sand, steep grades, or pulling
heavy objects. Refer to Shifting to or from 4L 4X4 low for proper operation. Note: Do not
perform this operation if the rear wheels are slipping or while applying the accelerator pedal.
Note: You may hear some noise as the system shifts or engages; this is normal. You can move
the control from 2H or 4H at a stop or while driving. The information display may display a
message indicating a 4X4 shift is in progress. Once the shift is complete the message center
can then display the system mode selected. The information display can display a message

indicating a 4X4 shift is in progress. The information display can then display the system mode
selected. If any of the above shift conditions are not present, the shift should not occur and the
information display can display information guiding the driver through the proper shifting
procedures. If Shift Delayed Pull Forward displays in the information display, a transfer case
gear tooth blockage is present. To alleviate this condition, place the transmission in a forward
gear, move your vehicle forward approximately 5 ft 1. For proper operation, make sure that each
hub is fully engaged and that both hub locks are set to the same position both set to LOCK or
both set to AUTO. This system includes an electronically controlled transfer case with a high
capacity clutch. The system is interactive with the road, continually monitoring and adjusting
power delivery to the front and rear wheels to optimize traction. Note: The AdvanceTrac system
has the ability to take over control of the transfer case clutch in 4A mode and disable it during
driving maneuvers when necessary. Sends power to the rear wheels only. In 4A mode the center
differential is electronically-controlled and rear drive wheel bias. The on-board computer
monitors for any sign of rear drive wheel slip loss of traction. It will not let the front driveshaft
turn at the same speed as the rear driveshaft. You can move the control from 2H to 4A or 4H at a
stop or while driving. The 4WD system is engaged or disengaged by rotating the control for
both front wheel hub locks from the FREE or LOCK position, then manually engaging or
disengaging the transfer case with the floor-mounted shifter. This mode is not intended for use
on dry pavement. No power to front or rear wheels. Intended only for off road applications such
as deep sand, steep grades or pulling heavy objects. Note: Do not perform these operations if
the rear wheels are slipping or when applying the accelerator pedal. This is normal. Note: The
vehicle should not be driven in 4X4 High with the hub locks disengaged as this condition may
damage driveline system components. Move the transfer case shift lever through N Neutral
directly to the desired position. The transfer case neutral position overrides the transmission
and puts the vehicle in neutral regardless of transmission gearshift lever position. The vehicle
can move forward or backwards. Note: The electronic locking differential is for off-road use only
and is not for use on dry pavement. Using the electronic locking differential on dry pavement
will result in increased tire wear, noise and vibration. The electronic locking differential is a
device housed in the rear axle that allows both rear wheels to turn at the same speed. The
electronic locking differential can provide additional traction should your vehicle become stuck.
You can activate the differential electronically and shift it on the fly within the differential
operating speed range. The differe
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ntial is for use in mud, rocks, sand, or any off-road condition where you need maximum
traction. It is not for use on dry pavement. Note: Do not use electronic locking differential on
dry, hard surfaced roads. Doing so will produce excessive noise, vibration and increase tire
wear. Note: If the electronic locking differential has difficulty disengaging, release the
accelerator pedal and turn the steering wheel in the opposite direction while rolling. On
four-wheel drive vehicles, the size of the spare tire can affect the 4X4 system. If there is a
significant difference between the size of the spare tire and the remaining tires, you may have
limited four-wheel drive functionality. When driving with the full-size dissimilar spare wheel and
tire assembly, it is recommended that you do not:. When driving with the full-size dissimilar
spare wheel and tire assembly, 4WD functionality may be limited, especially when driving in a
mechanically locked 4WD mode. You may experience the following:.

